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Tribute to Our New President - Barack Obama
BY KENISHA PERKINS

Marriage is also very closely connected to family.  
Most American’s are familiar with the idea of a 
nuclear family consisting of a mom, dad, and the 
kids.  But when you subtract mom from family and 
then add another dad into the mix people become 
very uncomfortable, for a number of reasons.  
Many people are scared of what seems unfamiliar 
and what they do not fully understand, and that 
is the major reason many people are against same 
sex marriage.  Having two mothers or two fathers 
may sound absurd. What kind of family is that? 
What kind of relationship do they possess?  How 
are the children affected?  These are legitimate 
questions that many heterosexuals wonder about.  
It is human nature to question the unknown, but 
instead of filling in the blanks with biased and 
uninformed assumptions why not find out how a 
homosexual family might live?

Homosexual couples are not that different 
from heterosexual couples.  They are involved 
in a monogamous relationship that aims to 
reach the same goals that heterosexual couples 
have, one of those goals being marriage.

BY JANE GROYSMAN

Should Marriage Be an Option for 
Same Sex Couples?

(continued on page 15)

Anyone who is raised in western society might 
have the goal of settling down one day and getting 
married.  Many American’s, however, won’t be 
hearing wedding bells.  It is ironic that America 
is “a beacon of freedom” yet there have always 
been groups of people whose rights have been 
compromised. The rights of many homosexual 
couples have been limited rendering them second 
class citizens.  As opinions on marriage clash 
there presently is an ongoing battle over what 
marriage is, what it should be, and who is allowed 
to marry. 

Imagine the right to pursue one’s personal 
liberty compromised because public opinion 
appears to be uncomfortable with your choice of 
marriage partner.  For many homosexual men and 
women the freedom to choose marriage has been 
denied.   

What is marriage?  It is a union of two 
people who choose to come together and share 
life with one another.  A healthy marriage 
is filled with love, understanding, nurture, 
and support, both financial and emotional.  

“If there is anyone out there who still doubts 
that America is a place where all things are possible; 
who still wonders if the dream of our founders is 
alive in our time; who still questions the power of 
our democracy, tonight is your answer… It’s the 
answer spoken by young and old, rich and poor, 
Black and White… we are and will always be, the 
United States of America…”

“But above all I will never forget who this 
victory truly belongs to—it belongs to you… This 
is our time…to restore prosperity and promote the 
cause of peace; to reclaim the American dream…
that out of many we are one; that while we breathe 
we hope, and where we are met with cynicism, and 
doubt, and those who tell us we can’t, we respond 
with that timeless creed that sums up the spirit of a 
people, YES WE CAN!!!”  

On behalf of the Queensborough Communiqué 
staff, it is an honor and pleasure to congratulate 
President-Elect Barack Obama on his monumental 
victory, thereby becoming the first African 
American President of The United States of 
America.  He has proven that everyone is capable 
of acquiring the American dream. As a unified 
people, despite all that we have endured over 
the past eight years, beginning with the tragedy 
of 9/11, the war in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the 
current and continuing devastation of our national 
and local economies, we have come together.  
We have looked beyond our fears and stepped 
forward to make a change, to put the good of our 
communities ahead of a narrow self-interest, and 
to do what is best for our country. 

Here are a few excerpts from the inspiring 
victory speech President-Elect Barack Obama 
delivered in Bryant Park, Chicago, on Tuesday, 
November 4th:  
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My thanks go out to Catherine Lagoa and Alysson Arikilian for their  
investigative report on the condition of QCC bathrooms. This morning I  
walked into the ladies’ room on the first floor of the library  building and was 
shocked by how clean it looked! Apparently, the publication of their report 
has resulted in action.

There is still work to be done. Doors, door locks, bag hooks, soap  
dispensers and other fixtures still need to be repaired. The  extremely 
heavy traffic that particular bathroom bears (with only three stalls and two 
sinks available) will need to be addressed by continued frequent cleaning 
throughout each day.

This morning’s pleasant surprise is a beginning. However, as mentioned 
by your reporters, students must also share some of the blame for the 
condition of that bathroom, and they must become a part of the solution. 
It is noteworthy that American bathroom fixtures are quite different from 
those to be found in Europe and on other continents. As well, our practices 
of hygiene are quite different and may be considerably more stringent than 
others. I would suggest that the college’s administration consider developing 
a health hygiene segment  to be added to the orientation topics presented to 
all incoming students. Detailed education (the reason we’re all here) would 
be a primary tool for achieving reasonably sanitary conditions. Obviously,  it 
needs to become a permanent part of the orientation curriculum.

That particular bathroom has been a disease outbreak waiting to  happen. 
It will continue to be until additional measures are taken.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Rowe (Tutor)

p.s. I’m just so appreciative of Lagoa’s and Arikilian’s efforts. The results have 
been noticed by many on our floor; they’ve made a lot of  people happy.
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EDITORIALS

Money…just typing the word makes me cringe.  When I think of all the 
things that people do with that evil green piece of paper I shutter in disbelief.  
Laundering, extortion, murder and plain old stealing, it is a sad but all too 
common truth.  Money is the driving force behind all of our decisions; a truly 
limiting vice.  It is fuel that helped spawn the flame in this failing economy 
and this is why money, regardless of what it does to others, does not have a 
person like me in its fervent grasp.  Passion guides my choices, my well being 
and daily activities; incessant thoughts of a fulfilling future, not a life enslaved 
behind a paycheck and monotony.  There are too many cases where people 
choose money in their careers before they choose anything else.  Like one of 
the many sources I consulted said, “Why aren’t people choosing careers the 
way they choose life partners?” Who knows?  Even if money is the sole issue 
on everyone’s table, do we not want a chance to be happy?  Can you picture 
yourself earning a wonderful paycheck while 75% or more of your time is spent 
working rather than enjoying yourself with the wage that you earned?  This is 
all too common in today’s society; people choosing money over happiness.  

I am not denouncing money, I work and earn a wage too, but it does not 
control nor guide the most important choices in my life.  Take the time to 
imagine yourself on the prowl for a significant other (life partner or not), think 
of all the requirements that you have already cemented into your brain.  If the 
requirements are not met, you ditch the situation instantaneously.  So why do 
we bend the rules for the almighty dollar?  I can guarantee that people will 
do almost anything as long as the price is right, without emotion of course, 
because most people who choose careers for the money will be a walking bag 
of apathy.  Becoming a dispassionate human being can lead you to ultimately 
losing yourself and forgetting what your purpose is here on Earth.  For example, 
Charles Burke from Santa Clara University, talking about college majors said, 
“Business seems safer. You can do more with a business degree. Arts and 
sciences are more about if you have a passion for something.”  My feelings 
are ineffable after reading a statement like that; I can not reflect enough on 
how sorry I feel for the many people who can sit idly and nod their heads in 
agreement with him; they are missing out on their one and only life.  

As a former “safe” major individual, I can tell you first hand that choosing 
a career for the “security” and a “paycheck” can only keep you enchanted for a 
short period of time; before you know it, your sanity begins to slip away.  And 
as for Mr. Burke’s statement on people majoring in the “arts” only having a 
“passion,” I disagree contentiously.  I see them having more of an affinity for 
their major, but this can happen in any college major.  After introspect, it is 
true that most liberal art majors are the intuitive thinkers and not the text book 
readers, but if that is their passion who is to say any different about it?   On 
the contrary, if your true passion is to be a businessman or woman then get 
your degree and go score those lucrative deals!  As long as you smile during 
the sunset, you can do whatever you please.  The point is that there is money 
to be made in every profession, not just the ones that are predetermined as 
“safe”.  “If you do something without passion, it will be bland, tasteless and 
very ordinary,” said by an online blogger named Qwaider.  The typical example 
to back up his quote would be the argument of choosing majors for their cost 
effective outcomes and their overall security, yet in the end the person stuck 
with their post graduate job will unfortunately deal with the repercussions of 
their decision.  Their work ethic will plummet, if not already being low, their 
personal lives may suffer and due to the unhappiness they feel towards their job 
they will ultimately never attain new heights within their work environment.     

Let’s be frank, we will be working for the next 30 to 40 years of our lives, 
why not at least try to pursue something that we will enjoy waking up in the 
morning for.  The notion of “work” could be thrown out the window to shatter 
like a fragile piece of glass if you adhere to what you love.  There would be 
no groaning about having to go to work because when it is something you find 
solace in doing, you will never have to worry about the trite word “work.”  
Studies have shown that people who enjoy what they do often aspire to do even 
better, innovate and perform beyond the standards they were hired for.  Within 
the other half, people who work for the money and do not enjoy what they are 
doing often stick within the same position, never ascend the work ladder and 
remain consciously feeble minded and irritated.  

Bills have to be paid, car insurance is due, mortgage is late, the electric 
man is knocking at the door, and your landlord is hounding you; reality.  Those 
are just a taste of the many reasons as to why people choose their “security” 
blanket of a job over their adorations.  It is a sad world to live in when society 
forces us into predicaments we would much rather be free of, yet if you can try 
and dig your way out before you begin the spiral of no return (like mounting to 
your passion and desires per se), you will have saved your true character and 
your happiness, personal and professional. 

BY DANIEL FABIANI

Passionless Money Making 



Campus Sustainability Project
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Recently, CUNY has decided 
to take part in the “green” trend.  
The university has accepted 
Mayor Bloomberg’s “30 in 10 
challenge” to reduce our collective 
greenhouse gas emissions by 30% 
by 2017.  All twenty-three CUNY 
schools will take part in the campus 
sustainability project, dedicated 
to minimizing the university’s 

ecological impact and promoting a culture of “sustainability.”  This initiative 
will embark on many tasks such as improved recycling efforts to using hybrid 
vehicles on campus. The ultimate goal is to raise awareness and create more 
eco-friendly campuses throughout New York City. 

If you are wondering when this project will begin, the party has already 
started. Although Queensborough has only taken small steps so far, that does 
not mean that we will not have big results in the future.  The more people who 
back the idea of eco-friendly campuses, the better it will be for our future.  
Hopefully, students will contribute to the sustainability project just as much 
as staff by doing whatever they can to help – from volunteering on recycling 
efforts to throwing cigarette butts in ashtrays.

Some of the ways that QCC has gone green and near-future goals: 
∙ Installing more bike racks to encourage students to commute by bike to 
school.
∙ Using eco friendly cleaning products.
∙ Trying to do everything electronic to save paper and also making double-
sided copies. 
∙ Putting recycle bins around campus (3 different kinds, cardboard, bottles, 
plastic and blue bins for paper) that will be picked up on Saturdays. 

∙ Participating in N.Y.P.A.’s attempt to conserve electricity by supporting the 
voluntary summer “brown outs” (Turning the air conditioner off).
∙ Using Gem vehicles which would reduce the use of fuel.
∙ Launching a carpool for staff.
∙ Buying hybrid vehicles to use around campus.
∙ Trying to use more bike patrol on campus rather than cars.
∙ Installing more motion detecting lights (already existing in 95% of campus 
facilities).
∙ Taking part in the Million Trees project. This will plant more trees around 
campus.
∙ Having all computers on campus “go to sleep” when they are not in use, 
conserving electricity.
∙ Service Learning (raising awareness).
∙ Work Groups for education on certain topics (e.g., waste and recycling, 
energy/ efficiency and operations, procurement and professional development/
training).

Service learning is possibly the most useful tool in this whole project. 
One of the sustainability project’s main goals is to raise awareness and service 
learning, when professors volunteer to incorporate going green into their 
curriculum, will definitely help accomplish that. Service learning maybe the 
most important element in the effort to educate and raise awareness. It will 
provide students with the information and encouragement they need to make a 
difference and contribute.          

Although the sustainability project has just begun there have already been 
significant changes made on the QCC campus. By spring ’09, the project will 
be in full swing and we will start seeing visible changes, including more trees 
and hybrid cars. The more people who take part in this project, the better, and 
every little bit counts. If everyone does a little, a lot will get accomplished. 

fermented dish made of vegetables with varied seasonings).  Sorry, no Korean 
BBQ here.  Along with your meal Samodamo provides a lot of appetizers 
including little bowls of Kimchi cabbage, Kimchi cucumbers, congee, and small 
bean sprout salads. For the winter, the soups are not only spicy but unlawfully 
hot.  Your bowl of soup will keep bubbling for 15 minutes as soups are served 
in cast iron pots straight from the kitchen.  Samodamo has a large seating area 
and the service is quick and friendly.  I recommend going for the lunch special 
offered 11:30am to 3:30pm. 

If you are more of a mellow type student and prefer a quiet but vibrant café 
to study in or just have a cappuccino, I recommend the Apple Café.  The tables 
are big enough for your books and laptop, or even a few friends. The café serves 
cappuccinos, lattes, ice cream, Asian style pastries (Bao), along with treats such 
as cream cakes and little pecan pies. The Apple Café is the next to best thing for 
people who enjoy Starbucks.

 If you are a student from the area of Flushing and want a more traditional 
Chinese restaurant, Empire is the way to go. Along with beef and broccoli, it 
also serves fried flounder, roast duck, and my favorite, prawns in chili sauce. 
The location does mean the restaurant has slightly higher prices; it is only 1 or 
2 dollars more than the restaurants in Flushing. Empire is perfect for the student 
craving Chinese food who does not have the time to stop in Flushing or for 
students who have never tried Chinese food other than from fast food Chinese 
restaurants.

Last but not least is Saigon, a Vietnamese restaurant.  It seems odd to find 
a Vietnamese restaurant in Bayside, but why complain when you can eat the 
most famous of Vietnamese dishes, Phở, a beef noodle soup served with rice 
noodle, thin slices of 3 types of beef served with lime, basil, and bean sprouts. 
If you’re not in the mood for noodle soup, Saigon also serves  many dishes 
flavored with lemon grass, fish sauce, peanuts and pineapple, all very common 
ingredients in South East Asian cuisine.  Many of the dishes cooked with these 
ingredients offer a more robust and delicate flavor to traditionally savory dishes 
such as curry or grilled beef.  The restaurant also serves many popular drinks 
and desserts in Asian cuisine including Crush ice with Lychee or Kumquats 
(small oranges), and fried ice cream.  And prices are great considering the 
location and portion size.

I hope that reading this restaurant review has convinced you to take a 
nice walk off campus before, after or between classes to taste exotic food or to 
find something that campus does not provide.  Head to Springfield with a few 
friends. You won’t find many Colleges with such a diverse number restaurants 
nearby the campus so take advantage and eat up. You can even support the local 
economy. Bon Appétit!

QCC NEWS

Ever get tired of the QCC cafeteria 
with its limited selections and sometimes 
overpriced food?  Apparently, the students 
of Cardozo High School know a secret 
that many Queensborough students do not. 
When I asked several QCC students and 
staff members I discovered that they were 
not aware of one of the best kept secrets  
around, Sprinfield Boulevard!

This secret lies at the intersection where Springfield Blvd. meets Horace 
Harding Expressway.  A ten minute walk from campus up Springfield Blvd. 
there is a small business area with restaurants and markets that cater to those 
with a taste for something other than cheese fries and small chicken patties.

Many of these restaurants are reasonably priced for college students 
who get turned off by high prices, and most take debit/credit cards for those 
who do not carry cash.  In addition, many of the establishments do take out 
orders for those who do not want to stay or do not have time to. Overall, the 
intersection at Springfield and Harding Expressway is perfect for students 
who have an hour or two of free time between classes, and for the students 
who would simply enjoy a break from the QCC campus.          

The small business area contains the typical chain restaurants including 
McDonald’s, Subway Sandwiches, Nathan’s, and Baskin Robins/Dunkin 
Donuts. But it is also home to many privately run restaurants with foods from 
several different cultures, including Chinese, Italian, Korean, Vietnamese, as 
well as an Asian style cookie and pastry bakery, and a good old fashioned deli 
that serves bagels, including a greasy but huge selection of fried foods. 

Let’s visit the very popular Joe’s Pizzeria.  It serves not only special 
slices like Caesar salad and buffalo pizza, but the popular pepperoni and extra 
cheese. Joe’s also serves Falafel, gyros, simple rice dishes and wings, and it 
offers a student special of 2 slices and a medium soda for $5.00; something 
to think about when 1 slice is not enough. The other Pizzeria is Gino’s which 
is across the street from Joe’s. Unlike Joe’s, a grab and go restaurant, Gino’s 
is a full service Italian restaurant which serves pizza along with elegant pasta 
dishes such as Rigatoni alla Vodka, rigatoni with a creamy pink tomato sauce 
cooked with Vodka, and Penne Boscailola served with mushrooms, olives, 
and sausage in tomato sauce.  Along with soups, salads, and breaded chicken, 
this restaurant offers abundant seating in case you want to bring a group of 
friends or have a nice date before you have to rush back to class.

For those who have a craving for something Asian, Samodamo is a 
Japanese and Korean restaurant.  It serves tempura and sushi dishes along 
with a few Korean dishes such as the popular Kimchi (a traditional Korean

Food For Thought in a 10 Minute Walk
BY DANIEL NGUYEN

BY KATHLEEN CROWLEY
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Out With the Old In With the New – Bush Out, Obama In
BY HARAN SIVAGNANAM

POLITICS & MEDIA

On Tuesday night, 
November 4th 2008, 
American history was 
made and its impact was 
felt around the world. 
Senator Barack Obama 
was elected as our forty-
fourth president, and first 
black president of the 
United States of America. 
People all over the world 
celebrated this historic 
event. Indonesia, Kenya, 
Great Britain, and many 
other nations all shared 
in the euphoria over the 
newly elected president to 
be. 

With the election over 
and true to one of his campaign slogans “Change We Need,” President-elect 
Obama is currently in the process of methodically choosing his new cabinet 
members who will be assisting him in the White House. According to several 
of Obama’s closest aides and advisors, his new administration will be infused 
with a new generation of leaders (mixed with possibly a few from previous 
democratic administrations) to help his agenda as president succeed. One of 
the most important cabinet positions, Chief of staff, has already been offered 
and accepted by Rahm Emanuel, a former aid and advisor to former President 
Clinton.

Meanwhile, President Bush’s approval ratings, not to mention popularity, 
have plummeted to record low numbers. A November 6, 2008 CNN article by 
Ed Hornick entitled, “Historians: Bush Presidency‘battered,’ ‘incompetent,’

‘unlucky’”, focuses on how people currently see and will look at the legacy of 
George W. Bush Jr.’s presidency.  As Hornick’s title suggests, the current and 
probably future view of the Bush administration will not be favorable. 

President Bush has often been heavily criticized for his role in the war 
in Iraq and more recently for the economic crisis in the U.S.  Tax breaks 
for CEOs and huge corporations such as Exxon Mobil have not helped his 
cause. He also represents what appears to be an old and declining Republican 
(GOP) Party. Many surveys and polls have shown that the vast majority of 
Americans were not happy with the direction the U.S. was going under the 
Bush Administration. Indeed, on November 4th Obama came out victorious 
not only in projected democratic states, but also in several republican states 
which were previously won by Bush. 

For many, Barack Obama embodies the dawning of a new age in American 
society as well as the American dream. Times have changed dramatically 
since the civil rights movement when the thought of electing a black president 
to represent the U.S. would have been deemed impossible. We now live in the 
twenty-first century, an era in which racism still exists but is overshadowed 
by the enormous amount of racial diversity and unity across the U.S. A record 
number of new voters of all races participated for the first time in this year’s 
election, and Obama deserves a large amount of credit for that. His unique 
ability to reach out and connect with younger and older people is something 
that is truly extraordinary.

There is now a feeling of renewed energy and hope by people who had 
stopped believing in the American system and politics as a whole. There has 
been a surge of restored hope and political vigor over the last few months. 
Now that the election is over, there is no reason for that momentum to stop. 
All this was made possible by a man who started off at the bottom, as a 
community organizer on the south side of Chicago, and worked his way up to 
become President of the United States of America. Change is what most of us 
wanted this election year, and now change is what we have. It has arrived in 
the form of President-elect Barack Obama. 

A very debatable bill, allowing Mayor Michael Bloomberg to run for a 
third term, was passed on October 23, 2008. In a 29-22 win for the bill, the 
New York City Council has now given Bloomberg and his administration 
the opportunity to stay in office for a third term. With Wall Street in constant 
fluctuation over the past few weeks, including an almost 900 point drop on 
November 5 and 6, keeping someone with Bloomberg’s financial acumen in 
the mayoral office might seem like a good idea.  Nevertheless, with possible 
ethics violations in Bloomberg’s push for this bill to be passed, the Mayor 
raised the ire of his critics and lawsuits will surely follow. The Mayor’s bill 
did not have the support of the general public.  He has ignored our voice, the 
voice of the people that put him and his staff in office.

Michael Bloomberg is a billionaire businessman and has been the Mayor 
of New York City since 2001. He has done great things for the city since 
becoming mayor shortly after the events of September 11; he helped the city 
recover from the loss of many loved ones. As shown in the chart below, one of 
his accomplishments is the reduction of crime in the city during his two terms 
in office. Theft, murder, rape, assault, and other crimes have all gone down 
over the past eight years. With the constant rise and fall of stocks on Wall 
Street and global markets in the past few weeks, it might not be such a bad

Where is Our Voice?
BY LANA MERCADO

idea to keep Bloomberg rather than replace him with someone completely new 
at the table. Right? Maybe so, yet his endorsement of a bill which stands in 
complete contradiction to his earlier stance on third terms has alienated New 
Yorkers who now doubt they want him around for another four years.

Two hundred thirty-two years ago, when the American colonists broke 
free from England due to no representation, they established laws that gave the 
people the chance to speak and decide who they want to be their representative 
in government. Democratic elections are intended to keep those in office from 
obtaining too much power. Although there is no set law that limits a mayor’s 
term service in the city, it has always been the people’s right to decide many 
local laws, particularly those that would amend the city charter. Bloomberg has 
overridden a citizen’s right to decide by going straight to the NYC Council to 
present his bill without the support of the people.

In ignoring the voice of the New Yorkers who put him in office, Bloomberg 
has willfully risked his chance of serving for a third term. As stated in the New 
York Times article, “Council Backs Bloomberg bid to Run Again” on October 
23, 2008, “two leading Democratic candidates for mayor, Representative 
Anthony D. Weiner and City Comptroller William C. Thompson Jr., insisted 
that they would remain in the race despite Mr. Bloomberg’s candidacy.” 

(Continued on page 6)



Capitalizing on the outrage and frustration of many New Yorkers against 
Bloomberg’s push for the bill, both Weiner and Thompson will most likely 
remind New Yorkers that he did not want to hear them then, and he will not 
hear them in a third term either. Both mayoral candidates will attempt to 
steer the public away from Bloomberg and many of his policies, including 
budget cuts for public schools, raising taxes, and cutting jobs in a time of 
serious economic distress, which some argue have hurt the city. One of the 
few comments Bloomberg made in response to his critics over the third term 
bill was that it was too late to put it on the ballot for November. For the Mayor 
to disregard what we have to say about bills and laws that may be passed 
shows that he has no concern for what we think.

Recently, on November 4, New Yorkers were given the opportunity to 
speak their mind in front of Bloomberg so that he could hear the public’s 
voice. At the meeting many people gave the Mayor a piece of their mind. As 
reported in a Newsday article, “Bloomberg signs bill extending term limits,” 
a New York City voter, Gloria Smith, expressed her opinion that voters should 
be the ones to decide term limits. “We voters who voted twice for term limits 
and believed ... if there was to be a change that we would make that change. 
The council let one man undermine the voters of this city.” Gloria Smith 
is one of many who disagree with the decision Bloomberg has taken upon 
himself. Walking around the QCC campus, I asked 20 students about their 
opinion on Bloomberg’s bill extending term limits. The majority objected 
to the bill and how it was approved. One student, who has asked not to be 
named, stated, “It sucks how we think placing someone in office will help us 
and the city and yet they take it upon themselves to make decisions that hurt 
us even more.” 

In my opinion, if Bloomberg had gone to New Yorkers first, then the 
Council, he might have captured the goodwill and support of the public. 
Pushing for a third term limit bill was ethically wrong because he did not put 
his proposal before the public first.  His actions prove that the public must 
often make a stand to protect the public’s right to be heard by our elected 
representatives in government. 

Controversial “Right to Reply” 
Bill in the Philippines 

BY CHRIS EVANGELISTA

Photo provided by http://media.washingtonpost.com 

In the Philippines a disagreement between politicians and the media 
about an approved Senate bill has recently surfaced. According to the “Right 
to Reply” bill, anyone who feels that they have been pestered by the media 
would have the right to a rebuttal. The Senate wants to provide individuals 
access to the media, broadcast or print, but the media claims that doing so 
violates the Philippine Constitution. 

Due to the country’s suffering economy, the gap between the rich and 
poor has become immense. The wealthy can afford world class education 
while the majority of the poor are illiterate. The media has an extensive 
affect on the people of the Philippines. Most of the country’s population does 
not have easy access to television or radio. The people who do have access 
relay the information they receive to the ones who do not have access. The 
information citizens get from the media is vital for everyday living. Indeed, 
the media acts like an adhesive for Filipino communities. With most of the 
country’s population hungry for news, the media is a powerful force and has 
the power to influence how the public comprehends the news. This in part 
explains why the Philippines remain one of the most dangerous places for 
media personnel. 

During Ferdinand Marcos’ presidency (1965-1986), the country began 
a downward spiral. The media accused Marcos of corruption. Documents 
were presented to the public via news broadcasts. People began to protest and 
Marcos declared Martial Law—resulting in the total military control of the 
country. Political rivals, journalists and anyone who disagreed with Marcos 
were arrested. Attacks on the Philippine media continue today. According to 
Attacks on the Press 2007, a columnist named Ferdinand Lintuan was murdered 
in relation to his work. He had covered corruption in a provincial government 
branch, and his most recent work covered illegal logging. Philippine Senate 
Minority Leader Aquilino Pimentel has said that “a reason for the approval of 
the bill was in hopes to decrease the incidents where people would resort to 
violence as retaliation to media practitioners.”   

Senators Aquilino Pimentel, Ramon Revilla Jr. and Francis Escudero 
authored Senate Bill No.2150, the “Right to Reply” bill. It was approved 
by the Philippine Congress in June 2008. Aside from the goal of decreasing 
violence against media workers, another purpose of the bill is to give 
individuals or groups the right to reply to media reports that are erroneous, 
unfair or biased against them and injurious to their reputation. For example, if 
a journalist wrote about you (in a newspaper, magazine, or blog) and you felt 
that the published material was not precise, you would now have three days 
to submit a formal complaint against the publication. The media company is 
then responsible for setting up an interview with you and documenting your 
side of the story. It would then be published for free in the same publication 
and in the same section in that publication (and with the same amount of 
space). If the media corporation refuses to publish your reply, it would be 
fined an estimated ten thousand pesos, or two hundred dollars. Most of the 
poor people in the Philippines are not particularly concerned about the bill 
because they do not fully understand how it would affect them. 

Politicians and celebrities are mainly the ones who strongly support the 
recently approved bill. According to pinoypress.net/10/09/pimentel-twits-
media-for-unfounded-fears-vs-right-to-reply-bill, Senator Pimentel said in an 
interview, “It has never crept into my mind to propose a law that would in effect 
curtail the freedom of our people. And at the same time, we should recognize 
that the freedom of expression in this country is not absolute.” Could it really 
be a sign that the Philippine Congress is gravitating toward democracy? In 
the Philippines, it is not rare that news stories cover corrupt politicians. An 
example is the headline coverage of the Marcos family’s growing wealth in 
the ‘80s. The media reported that Imelda Marcos enjoyed trips to famous 
shopping destinations to purchase clothes, jewelry, bags and shoes. 

POLITICS & MEDIA
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was diagnosed in 41% (43,176) of the drug-
related suicide attempts treated in the emergency 
departments.  The most frequent psychiatric 
diagnosis was depression.  

Youthnoise.com is dedicated to young 
adolescents and allows them to blog their thoughts 
and opinions on various causes. It is sort of like 
a more positive MySpace where you can discuss 
anything from politics to the environment. 
Through young bloggers, researchers studied 
posted information including statistics and found 
that 1 in 2 American college students say they feel 

so depressed that they have trouble functioning. 
15% of these students meet the criteria for clinical 
depression and college students rank suicide as the 
leading cause of death. 

Curiously, there is no direct scientific proof 
that depression is linked with suicide according to 
WebMd.com (also known as www.medicenenet.
com), a well respected medical encyclopedia 
created by doctors. At the same time, people who 
are suffering from depression are at high risk. 
Risk factors include: 1) One or more prior suicide 
attempts. 2) Family history of mental disorder or 
substance abuse. 3) Family history of suicide. 4) 
Family violence.  5) Physical or sexual abuse. 6) 
Keeping firearms in the home. 7) Incarceration. 
8) Exposure to the suicidal behaviors of others.  
Keeping these risk factors in mind makes it easier 
to detect the suicidal. 

Today, the internet is the most prominent 
source of information for young people and college 
students due to its easy availability and immediate 
response in this hustle bustle world. The most 
disturbing of my findings are the hundreds of Pro-
Suicide websites that provide the suicidal person 
with the means for committing the act.  

DON’T JUMP
The College Student & Suicide

BY CATHERINE LAGOA

Benefits of Mushrooms

 
www.concern-eap.com 

Writing on suicide is a daunting task. I have read 
and listened to many painful stories about young 
women and men of college age who took their lives. 
The challenge in reporting on suicide is to deliver 
news and a message, a message of hope. I want the 
reader to know that life tromps through puddles of 
discouragement and failure but that it is also filled 
with acts of courage, fulfillment and joy. If you are 
living keep doing so to the best of what you possibly 
can. You are not alone, you never will be, and we all 
have each other. This article is for those who have 
been affected by suicide, in remembrance of others 
who have taken their lives, and to uplift the spirits of 
still others who feel that there is nothing left to hold 
on to. 

Currently, we are facing the worst economic 
crisis since the great depression, having begun in 
1929 with the Stock Market crash, and ending in 1941 
with America’s entry into World War II.  A positive 
outlook on the future can seem uncertain, shaky, and 
makes the already tough road tumultuous. The college 
student must bear the weight of maintaining a superior 
academic performance amongst other weighty life 
issues. 

Although September is National Suicide Awareness 
Month, anyone can fall victim to suicide at anytime 
in any month. The United States agency, Substance 
Abuse & Mental Health Services Administration 
(SAMHSA), sponsors National Suicide awareness 
month. SAMHSA is a government funded office that 
falls under the auspices of the Department of Health 
and Human Resources. In an OAS (Office of Applied 
Studies) report found on the SAMHSA website, in 
2004 an estimated 106,079 emergency department 
visits were the result of drug-related suicide attempts 
by persons aged 18 or older. A psychiatric condition

Still, there are ways that suicide can be prevented. 
According to Dr. Phil (DrPhil.com ), some of the 
warning signs to watch for are: 
Person feels hopeless - They have unusually low 
self esteem, and a pessimistic or negative outlook 
on their life. 
Acting reckless - The person engages in risky 
behavior such as unprotected sex, taking drugs, or 
driving at dangerously high speeds.
Talking about it - Don’t just shrug it off, usually 
someone who talks about hurting themselves is 
serious and is looking for help. They might be 
reaching out for someone.
Writing about it - If you ever stumble across 
someone writing anything suicidal or leaving 
threats of suicide, this is very serious and that 
person needs help right away.
Looking for ways to kill themselves – 
Unfortunately, there are a lot of Pro-Suicide 
websites with information on ways to “kill 
yourself.” If you see someone looking for ways to 
end their life, immediate action should be taken to 
prevent this. 

If you recognize any of the listed warning 
signs in yourself or in others there exist a plethora 
of resources you can turn to for help. For instance, 
there is the National Suicide Prevention Hotline 
open twenty-four hours, 7 days a week. The 
hotline is staffed by certified professionals to help 
you step back from the ledge. It is completely 
confidential and safe. Just pick up the phone and 
dial 1-800-273-TALK.  The National Suicide 
Prevention Hotline is a great service and provides 
benefits in addition to being able to talk to someone 
on the phone. It also offers personalized referrals 
to crisis centers, mental health providers and other 
services in your area. Another source of suicide 
prevention is lifenet.org, an organization that 
provides the same services listed above but with a 
technological edge, allowing access to information 
and help with the convenience and ease of email. 
In addition, if you are ever in an emergency you 
should call 911, or go to your nearest hospital 
emergency room. Remember, do not let life and its 
idiosyncrasies push you to the edge. There is help 
available. Don’t do it, don’t jump!

BY VY NGUYEN

Many people enjoy going to the woods to pick 
their own mushrooms.  Mushrooms are a valuable 
and healthy food that has been used in traditional 
Chinese medicine for a thousand years.  However, 
identifying mushrooms can be a real challenge.  The 
color, shape and size of the fruiting body can vary 
tremendously.  It is important to properly identify 
the mushroom that is collected, so as to avoid a 
poisonous species.  The Egyptian Pharaohs prized 
mushrooms as a delicacy, and the Greeks believed 
that mushrooms provided strength for warriors in 
battle.  The Romans regarded mushrooms as a gift 
from God and served them only on festive occasions, 
while the Chinese treasure them as a health food. 

Today, mushrooms are enjoyed for their flavor 
and texture.  They can impart their flavor to food 
or take on the flavor of other ingredients.  Their 
flavor normally intensifies during cooking, and their 
texture holds up well to usual cooking methods, 
including stir frying and sautéing.  It is popular to add 
mushrooms to soups, salads, and sandwiches, or to 
use them as an appetizer.  They also add an appealing 
touch to vegetable based casseroles and stews.  In 
the U.S., mushroom extracts are increasingly being 

used in nutraceutical products and sports drinks.  
Mushrooms contain about 80 or 90 percent water, 
and are very low in calories (only 100 cal/oz).  They 
have very little sodium and fat, and 8 to 10 percent of 
the dry weight is fiber.  Moreover, they are an ideal 
food for persons following a weight management 
program or a diet for hypertension. 

Mushrooms are an excellent source of potassium, 
a mineral that helps lower elevated blood pressure 
and reduces the risk of having a stroke.  One medium 
portabella mushroom has more potassium than a 
banana or a glass of orange juice.  One serving of 
mushrooms also provides about 20 to 40 percent of 
the daily value of copper, a mineral that has cardio 
protective properties.  Mushrooms are a rich source 
of riboflavin, niacin, and selenium.  Selenium is an 
antioxidant that works with vitamin E to protect cells 
from the damaging effects of free radicals.  

The Chinese and Japanese to treat colds and 
flu have used shiitake mushrooms for centuries.  
Lentinan, a beta-glucan isolated from the fruiting 
body of shiitake mushrooms, appears to stimulate 
the immune system, help fight infection, and 
demonstrates anti-tumor activity. Shiitake also

lowers cholesterol. According to Herbs for 
Health, 49 elderly individuals and 420 young 
women consumed 9 grams of dried shiitake or the 
equivalent amount of fresh shiitake every day for 
7 days.  After a week, total cholesterol levels had 
dropped 7 to 15% in the older group, and 6 to 12% 
in the young women.  Shiitake contains a specific 
amino acid that helps speed up the processing of 
cholesterol in the liver. 

(Continued on page 8)

Shitake mushroom
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A Call to Choice
BY CHRISTOPHER RAI
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Credit: AP
Sanger poses before leaving Brooklyn Court of Special Sessions after her 

arraignment in New York in October 1916

During the early 1900s, the activist Margaret Sanger (September 14, 1879 
– September 6, 1966) paved the way for a female contraceptive in the United 
States. According to her entry on Wikipedia, “Sanger repeatedly caused scandal 
and risked imprisonment by acting in defiance of the Comstock Law of 1873, 
which outlawed as obscene the dissemination of contraceptive information and 
devices.” Despite constant persecution and arrests she persevered for 50 years 
in successfully promoting a prototype for the female contraceptive. Sanger was 
the founder of the American Birth Control League (which eventually became 
Planned Parenthood). Decades later, lobbying by feminists in the 1960s helped 
legitimate the idea of the modern birth control pill and in doing so changed 
traditional gender roles forever. Women could now control the size of their 
families, when to start a family, and were freer to focus on their business and 
personal goals. It seemed that the power balance between the genders was now 
balanced. Little did people know in the 1960s of the far-reaching effects “the 
pill” would have on men and how many men came to feel emasculated due to 
women’s increased power concerning reproductive rights.

Today, birth control for males is on the way. According to howstuffworks.
com, there are several contraceptives in progress for men. One is the male 
hormonal contraceptive in the form of an injection every three months and an 
implant once yearly. It works by halting the production of sperm through the 
hormone progesterone. The contraceptive also includes doses of testosterone 
to make up for progesterone’s adverse effects on male sex characteristics. 
The second form of male contraceptive is a non-hormonal pill announced by 
researchers at the University of Massachusetts which prevents sperm from 
swimming to the egg during conception by removing their tails. Another 
contraceptive produced by the University of Washington immunizes the effects 
of eppin, a protein found in the immune system that halts sperm maturation. As 
long as the contraceptive is taken properly it remains 100% effective as birth 
control and all its effects are reversible. All three contraceptives are nearly 
complete but it will be another 4 to 10 years before male contraceptives are 
released in commercial markets. 

Why the delay? The biggest reason is money, or lack thereof. According 
to the Royal Society of Chemistry, or RSC.org, several drug giants including 
Bayer and Organon halted their male contraceptive programs thereby indirectly 
causing other pharmaceutical companies to fold their programs as well. With 
the costs of drug development reaching into the hundred of millions of dollars 
and the inconvenience of use of the male contraceptive, the fear of a lack of 
market was overwhelming. Denise Rennmann, a Bayer Pharmacist, says, “It 
is not as convenient as a woman taking a pill once a day.” In addition, the 
idea of male birth control sounds quirky and odd to most men that grew up 
with the notion that birth control is primarily a woman’s prerogative.  And the 
possible side effects from the injection and pill which can weaken male sex 
characteristics, and cause acne, have been strong discouragements as well.

Despite these obstacles the need for a male contraceptive must be 
recognized. Male Contraception Information Project lists several reasons why. 
First, the abortion rate is still very high, with 20% of all pregnancies ending in 
abortion. Second, the current options for men, condoms and withdrawal, have 
a failure rate of 15% and 27% percent respectively, and vasectomies are nearly 
irreversible. Third, the current contraceptives do not suit everyone, as condoms 
can break and women suffer complications with their own pill, for example. 
Furthermore, developing nations find childbirth a life-or-death instance, where 
one woman in six dies in pregnancy in countries such as Afghanistan, Niger, 
and Sierra Leone as a result of unavailable contraceptives. In addition, Warren 
Farrell, a masculinist and male advocate states that 10% of all children born are 
not the offspring of the expected father when DNA tests are done, suggesting 
that men often raise offspring who are not theirs.

No one is certain how the pharmaceutical market and gender roles will 
change after a male contraceptive is released. What is certain is that it will 
bring a new dimension to men’s rights and a renewed sense of power and 
responsibility regarding childbirth and parenting. It is up to men and women 
everywhere to mobilize and make their voices heard for men’s right to choice, 
and that male birth control methods be available in commercial markets. 

If  Shiitake mushroom is identified as a treatment for lowering cholesterol, 
Maitake mushroom may be best known for its cancer-fighting properties.  
The name Maitake comes from the Japanese word for dancing mushrooms.  
The mushroom contains grifolan, an important beta-glucan polysaccharide.  
Laboratory studies have shown that Maitake extract can block the growth of 
cancer tumors and boost the immune function of mice with cancer. 

Furthermore, we cannot miss Reishi mushrooms.  In traditional Chinese 
medicine, Reishi mushrooms are used as a tonic to promote a long and healthy 
life.  They contain ganodemic acids along with polysaccharides, which have 
been found to help blood pressure, asthma, and aid adrenal function and help 
detoxify the liver.

There are, of course, many types of mushrooms – Shiitake Mushrooms, 
Maitake Mushrooms, Bird’s Nest, Boletes, Coral Mushrooms, Fly Agarics, 
Halloween Mushrooms, Jelly Mushrooms, Lobster Mushroom, Morels, 
Oyster Mushrooms, Puffball Mushrooms, and Shaggy Mane…Mushrooms 
are valuable heath food – low in calories, high in vegetable proteins, iron, 
zinc, fiber, essential amino acids, minerals and vitamins.  Mushrooms are 
vegetables that can be put in any type of dish all year round.  Mushrooms 
are often classified as a vegetable, but they are actually fungi.  There is an 
estimated 38,000 species of mushroom, only about 3,000 are edible, about 
700 have known as medicinal properties, and less than 1% is recognized as 
poisonous.  Therefore it is important to buy mushrooms at a reputable store to 
avoid a poisonous species.

continued from page 7

Benefits of Mushrooms

This story broke out as the Philippine economy crumbled. Today, news stories 
about politicians having crossed to “the dark side” continue.  The media has 
accused some politicians of gambling on cockfights, stealing money from a 
local town for plastic surgery, and taking fundraising money from churches. 
Once the public learns about such actions, these politicians more often than 
not say goodbye to their political careers. Under the new law, they would be 
given an opportunity to inform the masses about accusations of corruption 
from their perspective. 
            That is why the media opposes the bill. Media practitioners are saying 
that the politicians who authored and authorized the new law are simply using 
freedom of expression as a cover up for their own misdeeds. Journalists argue 
that politicians would use the new law to influence how people think, that is, 
to brainwash the public with lies. The media is not alone in opposition to the 
“Right to Reply” bill. The Philippines used to have lush tropical trees but due 
to illegal logging much of its rainforest has been destroyed. Politicians have 
turned a blind eye to illegal logging. They know where it is happening but 
they are not doing anything to prevent it. Therefore, environmentalists are 
not fond of the new law. They fear that there will not be enough trees left to 
provide the Filipino people with oxygen to breathe. Hence, they appear on 
talk shows and news broadcasts in an attempt to convince companies and the 
public alike to decrease usage of paper and printing. 

Yes, the “Right to Reply” bill could be used by vicious politicians 
to promote their self-interest, but the poverty stricken population of the 
Philippines has the right to hear the other side of the story. Perhaps media 
practitioners in the Philippines could stop negatively judging all politicians 
because some make unethical decisions. It should be remembered that not all 
politicians in the Philippines are corrupt. What is important is to put the focus 
on preventing violence against media practitioners. While it will be difficult 
to completely stop killings of journalists and other media practitioners, Senate 
Bill No.2150 can help prevent such acts of violence.  

Freedom is beautiful. 
Freedom is like food to your soul. 
Freedom is what everyone wants. 
However, it is necessary to use freedom fairly.  

continued from page 6

Controversial “Right to Reply” 
Bill in the Philippines 
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HUMAN INTEREST
Man’s Best Friend

BY ALYSSON ARIKIAN

Admit it; you’re one of those people that change the channel when 
the ASPCA (American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) 
commercial comes on.  The one with Sarah McLachlan singing “Angel” in the 
background.  I can’t blame you, because I used to do it too.  It is amazing how 
a one minute commercial can make you feel like your heart has been ripped 
out of your chest.  We do not like seeing such things because that is when it 
becomes real.  What is out of sight is out of mind, right?  The fact of the matter 
is that we should not change the channel.  Animal abuse is real and takes place 
everyday all over the world.  

According to pet-abuse.com, last year there were nearly 2,000 reported 
cases of animal abuse in the United States alone, and those were only the 
documented cases.  Such reported abuse included:  beating, throwing, burning 
with fire and fireworks, mutilation, hanging, stomping, shooting, poisoning, 
choking and strangling, drowning and fighting.  These are just a few examples 
from the long posted list.  Frankly, this behavior on the part of human beings 
is disgusting and it has to stop.

Owning a pet is a serious responsibility.  This may seem like an obvious 
statement, but many people overlook it.  People like acquiring pets because 
they “look cute,” and promise that they will take care of them.  If this were 
always the case, the number of animals that die every year from abuse and 
neglect would not be through the roof.  Taking care of an animal is like having 
a child.  It is not a part time responsibility. If a part time responsibility is what 
someone is looking for, then a pet rock is the right choice.  Although animals 
do not have a voice that does not mean that they do not have feelings.  They 
experience happiness, anger, sadness, annoyance, want, love, embarrassment 
and guilt.  Animals cannot tell us how they feel, but they do try to show us, and 
unfortunately, too many people choose not to notice.  

In the fall of 2006, my mother and I took a trip to the Brooklyn Animal 
Control to look into adopting a dog we had found through a posting online.  
This dog’s name is Dudley. 

On the website he was listed as a “geriatric” dog who was next on the 
euthanization list because no one wanted him.  When we arrived we saw him 
curled up in a ball in a cage that was too small for him to stand. He was 
drenched in his own urine, and there was a giant, bright orange sign across 
his cage labeled “GERIATRIC” (that’s the kind of thing that would help get 
him adopted right?).  I got closer to his cage and put my palm against the 
cage door.  I told him that he was coming home with me and he would be 
alright.  He looked up at me and the sadness that shone in his eyes pierced 
right through me.  He mustered up the little bit of strength he had to try to 
move in the cage, and with the cage in between he put his paw on my palm.  

He was literally reaching out for help.  We took him, right then and there.  Our 
veterinarian, after examining Dudley, estimated that he was only about 5 or 6 
years old, which is only middle age for a dog.  We called up Animal Control to 
ask about it, and were told that all that they knew was that the people who left 
him there told them that the dog had “suddenly developed allergies” and that 
Dudley was 11 years old.  

After living with Dudley we realized the real story.  Dudley showed signs 
of serious past abuse. If we tried petting him, he would flinch and cower because 
he thought he was going to be hit.  We then found out that Dudley had a chronic 
prostate cyst which made him urinate almost every five minutes.  It is probable 
that his previous owners beat him because of his prostate problem and did not 
bother taking him to a veterinarian for treatment.  Perhaps his previous owners 
thought he was being a “bad dog” when he would have accidents in the house 
and never stopped to think that he was trying to tell them that something was 
wrong.  Today, Dudley’s problem is under control.  He will be on medication 
for the rest of his life, but luckily has a long and healthy life ahead of him.  He 
is very happy and loves to show his appreciation with his slobbery kisses.  

The moral of Dudley’s story is that animals are a responsibility.  They 
will love you, but loving them back isn’t simply petting them or dressing them 
up in cute outfits.  Truly loving an animal means being human enough to do 
the research to know how to take care of them.  It means taking their feelings 
into consideration, not using them as your personal vent for frustration, and 
watching for what they are trying to tell you.  Take the time to read the signs.  
There are so many animals out there, just like Dudley, who are abused, thrown 
away and even killed because they were considered an “inconvenience.” I 
implore you to treat all animals with compassion.  

The next time the ASPCA commercial comes on, don’t turn it off, watch it.  
You think that it makes you sad?  Imagine how the animals in that commercial 
feel.  Put yourself in their place. Every time I see the commercial on my TV 
now, I watch it all the way through. I look over at Dudley and know that I’m 
doing my part and it makes me feel so good that he is in a loving home. The 
ASPCA offers resources for any situation involving animal abuse, pet safety 
and adoption of the thousands of animals rescued every year by their officers.  
For more information, visit ASPCA.org. 

Furthermore, if you are considering owning a pet, please consider 
adoption.  The ASPCA website offers information to help with this process.   
Also, petfinder.com has profiles of dogs and cats of all breeds (purebreds and 
non purebreds) and all ages (from babies to older pets) all over the country.  All 
of these animals need and deserve loving homes.  Remember, people choose 
their pets, and pets don’t choose to be abused.  





New York City recently hosted another visit by the acclaimed street artist 
Banksy. Hailing from the United Kingdom, Banksy is no stranger to having 
recognition on the street. His buzz has been spreading throughout the world 
via the internet and sightings of his work on the walls of cities in several 
continents. Banksy’s social commentary has had a comedic undertone from 
the beginning, and that is what separates him from the average kid writing his 
tag on a wall. Banksy first hit the scene with his rat logo in London. I have 
heard it said that in London you are never more than twenty feet away from 
a rat; Banksy contributed to the population with his stencils of rats in public 
spaces. Eventually, Banksy started constructing stencils of people. This bought 
Mona Lisa to the streets of France holding a rocket launcher, English police 
officers making out on a corner in London, and now, in New York City his 
famous rat stamp has been executed on a scale as large as his main competitor, 
big corporation advertising. In a statement released on coolhunting.com he 
explains, “I wanted to play the corporations at their own game, at the same 
scale and in the same locations. The advantage of billboard companies is that 
they’ll let you write anything for money, even if what you write is questioning 
the ethics of letting someone write anything because they have money.”          

Banksy has also been known for his unique gallery exhibitions. Last 
year in California he hosted an opening that included an elephant painted 
pink. The elephant in the room was finally addressed before animal services 
cleaned it up. Banksy was ordered by officials of the city of Los Angeles 
to have the Elephant scrubbed down. Sticking to animals this time around 
in New York, Banksy’s new gallery opening is disguised as a pet shop. 
The Greenwich Village hosts very posh boutiques for the community. 
Nestled among a strip of stores is the Village Pet Store and Charcoal Grill. 
It is almost missed by the average passerby because it does look like a pet 
store. Upon entry there are chicken nuggets teetering in and out of a packet 
of ketchup in a display case, a leopard (jacket) perched on a tree limb, and 
some fish sticks swimming through a fish bowl. Banksy leaves you hanging 
regarding the definitive purpose of using the pet shop for his gallery.
I like the fact that he reaps the financial benefits from his gallery openings 
but is not aggressively in the public eye. There is a “hey, look at me” notion 
for too many artists in today’s art world that lacks the humility of graffiti 
and street artists. I don’t think Banksy’s grand scheme when setting out on 
the streets of London was to have his work bought and sold for such a heavy 
penny. When one’s canvas is the streets that is the gallery and the inhabitants 
of those streets are the surveyors or critics. 

You don’t need to pay a dime walking the streets and you can have 
amazing art at your disposal. Branching out of his normal routine, Banksy 
has decided to use the good praise his work has received to his advantage

and never work a day in his life selling pieces to his fans. With billboard 
space purchased by Banksy it looks as if his career is coming along well. In 
the street art scene, Banksy catches some bad raps being deemed a sellout, 
for buying into the same scene that he stood as an outcast from for so long. 
The legitimacy of graffiti and street art has been more accepted in the “real” 
art world, and the fashion market. Anything urban will sell to a kid in the 
woods of Maine. Ecko Clothing had a huge influence on the fashion world. 
Some say all the company narrowed down to was ripping off the inner city 
youth who made the craft. Wherever there is money to be made, it will be 
made. Corporations stuff advertisements down your throats and yet writing 
on a wall is illegal. You can wear the work and admire it all you want, even 
make some money off of it, but pick up that can of spray paint and be thrown 
behind bars. 

I am not advocating street art or graffiti. It is the defacing of public 
property. There is 
no getting around 
it. But those who 
partake in the 
act make your 
path. If you see 
opportunity to 
make a living 
doing something 
you love, that is 

your dream job. Banksy has turned his manifesto into a career. Big corporations 
buy the space that you live in. Their money dictates what you see and what 
companies you purchase products from. People are consumer zombies for 
the most part. We conform to what falls down the pipeline of commerce and 
just mindlessly move along to what is cool or acceptable. The advertising 
industry plays the same game as street artists – developing the psychological 
reasoning behind why something like a billboard or piece of graffiti grabs 
your attention, to the physical location that bombards your vision and leaves 
you no choice but to take heed. An artist like Banksy appeals to people 
because he is using the same tactics which are utilized by corporations and 
subverting the corporation’s message. People like Andy Warhol had their pop 
art on canvases, and then there is Banksy who risks his freedom to express 
himself. 

From your taste in clothes to the music you listen to, don’t be another 
brainwashed media zombie. You have a lot of choices as a consumer; some 
are just not thrown at you everyday. Be yourself and practice what you love. 
Carve your own path. Banksy has a billboard, where is yours?
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BOOK & ART REVIEWS
NOT BUYING WHAT THEY’RE SELLING

A Review of the artist BANKSY
By COLIN BROTHERS



The Secret is the kind of book that many have 
heard about but few have read.  No, it is not another 
novel and it is not a fairytale. The Secret was written 
by Rhonda Byrne in 2006, since then she has also 
released a DVD of the book. Rhonda Byrne has 
been credited as “one of the most influential people 
in TIME magazine,” states www.thesecret.tv. With 
about 7.5 million books sold, the book has had such 
a success it has been rated a #1 New York Times 
bestseller. The Secret claims to hold the secret to 
life and explains to us why things turn out the way 
they do. 

Unlike any other book, Byrne’s firmly states 
that it holds the secret to happiness, success and life. 
So you ask, what is the secret? The book presents 
the idea that the secret is the law of attraction, not an 
easy concept to comprehend. The law of attraction 
states that you attract certain things in your life. 
In other words, every individual is like a magnet, 
attracting whatever comes into your life through 
good or bad thoughts. These thoughts flow through 
frequencies into the universe. One commentator on 
the book, John Assart, states “You become what 
you think about most, but you also attract what you 
think about most.” In order for your thoughts to 
develop you have to have a strong sense of feeling 
behind them. If you feel good you will think good 
thoughts, but if you feel bad you think negative 
thoughts. 

“Like attracts like,” is a central concept 
presented in the book to demonstrate how our 
thoughts and our feelings coordinate with one 
another. The book also informs us how our 
thoughts develop through our feelings. For 
example, you and I have had days in which one 
thing goes wrong and everything else seems to
go for the worse. You think ahead of time, before

the day even starts, today is not my day. This one 
negative thought has started your day because you 
have allowed yourself to feel this way. According 
to Rhonda Byrne, “If you are complaining, the 
law of attraction will powerfully bring into your 
life more situations for you to complain about.” In 
other words, you bring into your life exactly what 
you do not want due to your negativity. 

Asking, believing and receiving is another 
concept mentioned in the book. These three steps 
come into play with your thoughts and the way 
you feel. The book says when asking you should 
ask faithfully, not so much in the sense of religion 
but in being certain of what you want, no mixed 
emotions involved because if so mixed results is 
what you will get. In believing, you have to believe 
in what you are asking for, it is something like 
believing in the unseen. You have to kind of make-
believe but faithfully. Receiving is part of the wait, 
no one can predict when you are going to receive 
or how long it is going to take, but if you ask and 
believe faithfully you will no longer doubt that you 
will receive. 

According to the book these three steps should 
give you that extra push to do better, to take action 
towards your goal or the thing you are asking for 
with faith. It should not feel like hard work because 
if it does it means that you don’t believe in what 
you can do. Remember, “Like attracts like,” it’s a 
a chain and one bad thought evolves into further 
bad thinking. The 3 steps should motivate you to 
think positively, and positive thoughts bring more 
positive thoughts. Your thoughts are a reflection 
to the universe of what it is that you want, so the 
universe picks up your frequency because thisis 
what you are sustaining in your mind and it delivers. 

The book also gives us tips on how we can

control our thoughts so that we can leave the 
negativity out. One way is through meditation, 
this works by silencing our thoughts. Thinking 
good memories is also a process to maintain 
happy feelings and thoughts. Other ways this can 
be achieved is by listening to music, and we can 
try dodging our bad feelings by instantly changing 
thoughts or making a shift to the feelings that make 
us feel good. 

Of course, like any other book, this one has its 
critics. According to an article written by Donald 
S. Whitney, apparently “it is not God we’re to ask, 
but the universe.” This statement is in reference to 
how the book proposes that we thank the universe 
for what we have and that we should show 
our appreciation as often as we can. In another 
criticism of the book, Mr. Whitney suggests that 
“The problem with The Secret is that it focuses our 
hope self-ward... It is all about self-empowerment, 
self-fulfillment and getting whatever we want.” 
Mr. Whitney argues that humans should not act 
selfishly in establishing what we want as our goal. 
That we should be goal orientated while being 
dependent upon other people. He also claims that 
The Secret proposes that we are not taking anyone 
into consideration in our journey of happiness.

Still, there are plenty of believers who have 
experienced the magic of The Secret. “If you don’t 
understand the law that doesn’t mean you should 
reject it,” states Bob Proctor in the book. I do find 
this book to be inspirational, it is meant to change 
your life. I also believe this book allows you to 
define what you want out of life and helps you set 
goals to achieve it. The Secret can be found at your 
local book store or your nearest library. 

Enjoy the journey!
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The Secret to “The Secret”

BY SANDY GUEVARA



 Are professional athletes the only people on Earth that need to be apologetic 
for their use of performance enhancing drugs? In the American mainstream it is 
considered immoral to take these drugs.  At the same time, clean cut Americans 
will supposedly cheer for the linebacker who cannot get past the defensive 
line on a football field and who had no tackles on the opposing quarterback. 
Or, sit through a baseball game where the pitcher is throwing beach balls 
to the opposing batters who cannot get the ball past the 
infield. No, Americans want the hardest tackles, monstrous 
homeruns, blazing fastballs and knee buckling curveballs.

 Our society has become an “enhancing” one, and 
one need only turn on their television to see abundant 
evidence of this. For example, consider sexual 
performance enhancing drugs.  Many are available by 
prescription but on the internet one can purchase similar 
drugs (and replicas, often nothing more than anabolic 
steroids). In 2007, according to Physorg.com, consumers 
spent roughly three billion dollars on the trio of top 
sexual enhancement drugs, Viagra, Cialis, and Levitra. 
And, according to sportsillustrated.com, one billion 
dollars were spent on legal human growth hormone in 
2004.  It’s not much of a stretch to assume given the 
boom in spending on and the advertising of both legal 
and illegal performance enhancing drugs that their use has in fact been 
embraced by American popular culture.  Enhancing our personal performance 
is apparently what Americans want.  And if a pill can provide it, why not?

  Consider the fact that a many people outside of amateur and professional 
sports use performance enhancing drugs. Yet when the same citizens read 
about athletes using performance enhancing drugs they immediately 
spring into societal savior mode by reciting the cliché that “athletes are 
role models and they should be ashamed of their actions.” It is true that 
athletes are role models, but our sports are only a reflection of our wider 
society. That reflection is of a desire for perfection without breaking a sweat.

  Let us steer our attention to another form of mass cultural entertainment, 
one that is not policed for performance enhancing drugs nearly as much as 
sports. Many of our favorite celebrities including famous rapper 50cent, 
Justin Timberland, Mary J. Blige, and Wyclef Jean have been queried on their 
use of steroids according to foxnews.com. It has been said that Hollywood 
is perhaps the most doped industry in the world. In Australia last May, the 
61-year-old Sylvester Stallone paid $10,600 to settle a charge of criminal 
drug possession after he was found to have 48 vials of HGH and several vials 
of testosterone.  

Stallone has since acknowledged that he takes HGH and testosterone regularly, 
and legally. “Everyone over 40 years old would be wise to investigate it [HGH 
and testosterone use] because it increases the quality of your life,” Stallone told 
Time last month. Sylvester Stallone is taking performance enhancing drugs 
and endorsing them! And Stallone is not the only celebrity using performance 
enhancing drugs; others have apparently better concealed their usage.

 Movie start Christian Bale is a perfect example of 
Hollywood’s enslavement by performance enhancing drugs. 
In 2004, when The Machinist was released, we saw Bale 
at a whopping 121 pounds of skin and bone.  His role was 
that of an anorexic, insomniac factory worker, according to 
movieweb.com. A year after The Machinist, Bale won the 
coveted role of the new Batman saga. Bale succeeded in 
meeting the film’s production deadline by gaining 110lbs 
in six months. According to femmefatales.com, he went 
from about 120lbs to 230lbs. Bale then discovered that he 
had actually gained more weight than the director desired, 
and dropped his weight to 190lbs by the time filming 
began (he revealed this information in an interview with 
about.com). The cycle goes as follows: in two years Bale 
loses sixty pounds, manages to gain one hundred pounds, 
and again rids himself of about forty pounds. When 

celebrities are exploited, people often remark that “it’s their job to look good 
and young.” Ironically, Hollywood and American sports land in the same 
category of popular culture: mass entertainment.  So, why the hypocrisy in 
condemning one field of entertainment and not another? Why our society’s 
malevolence is most often directed at American athletes should raise questions.

What is so often overlooked is that the pressure exerted by our doped 
culture is massive enough that even the most willfully strong individual can 
cave. And couple that with the fact of how potentially dangerous performance 
enhancing drugs can be.  For example, according to The Huffington Post, 
between 1987 and 1992 more than twenty-five Dutch, Belgian and Swedish 
athletes, mostly cyclists, died from steroid-related heart attacks. As a society 
we have to become more aware of the health risks posed by the popular embrace 
of these drugs.  If judgments are to be made, we might do well to question 
our own values before assailing entertainers, athletes primarily, for abusing 
substances that have apparently attained wide-spread acceptance in our culture. 

Americans need to come to terms with our own cultural ambivalence about 
performance and enhancement. Let us drop the hypocrisy; it is not a secret that 
our culture is doped. If we want to rectify the integrity of our sports we need 
to rectify our own personal attitudes as to why so many of us covet perfection.   

Americans Prejudiced against Doped Athletes 

Credit Crisis

askmen.com

As reported in the “The Credit Card Meltdown,” in Business 
Week, October 9, 2008, consumer debt balances are at a high 
of 125 billion dollars.  Over the past three years the average 
American’s debt has grown due to over-spending through borrowing.

Many depend on the use of credit cards and personal loans for business 
but also to survive from month to month.  Many people are paying their 
rent and buying groceries with credit cards. A New York Times article, July 
20, 2008, reported that a 47 year old woman was juggling two mortgages, 
both with interest rates that rose over time, and a car loan and high-cost 
credit card debt.  She could no longer afford either her home payments or 
her credit card bills.  She is an example of the dream customer for lenders 
– consumers digging themselves into debt their salaries cannot afford. 

Too often, consumers do not balance their spending well enough to keep 
them a safe distance from ruinous debt. Sometimes, this is attributable to not 
reading the fine print from credit issuers regarding Annual Percentage Rates 
(APR), adjustments and penalties. At the same time, credit card corporations 
are also to blame for issuing cards with fixed annual percentage rates that are 
unreasonable, to put it politely.  Even so-called “fixed” APRs can and most 
likely will change within a specified number of days.   There are also the 
variable interest rate cards that change based on the rise and fall of interest rates 
in the general market.  And though many banks know by checking individual’s 
credit rating that a customer may have difficulty reimbursing the lender within 
the proper time period, these institutions continue to approve individuals 
with existing debt and in many cases poor to completely bad credit scores.  

Although the American economy is currently facing a recession credit 
card corporations have managed to regain their losses by hiking up interest 
rates, and in some cases changing their credit policies without notification to 
the borrower.  These actions are being enforced because the lenders are now 
aware that they may never gain the rate that they formerly expected.  Such 
action does not only apply to people with bad credit debt, but it also affects 
people with good credit scores as well and who have paid their bills on time.  

Credit limits are being reduced while interest rates are skyrocketing.  In an 
economy facing the possibility of a depression, people whose financial status 
was just recently considered remarkable are now seeking financial consultation.   

Consumer debt in the U.S. has been on the rise since the 1980s. And within 
the last year, according to the Federal Reserve, use of plastic for payments 
surpassed that of cash and check. Using any form of payment other than cash can 
create havoc in the form of debt. That is why many financial experts, according to 
creditcards.com, suggest those with extreme credit card debt stop using plastic 
altogether, or at least until they can eliminate their debt and become debt free. 

According to financial advisor Greg Daughtery, in a recent article in 
Business Week, the top credit cards with low rates are:  Liberal Visa Classic 
interest rate 4-6%; Capital One (platinum prestige); Clear from American 
Express.  And those offering the best cash back programs:  Capital One no 
hassle cash rewards; Chase freedom Visa; and Discover.  In addition, using 
a major credit card has benefits most store credit cards do not offer.  Major 
credit cards usually start with a low APR and no annual fee. That sounds great, 
right? What about a store credit card?  If love shopping at Macy’s, or Target 
and want to get a credit card so that you can purchase your favorite outfits or 
shoes or anything else that you may desire, you might be tempted by the sales 
representative who offers you a credit card with 10% off your next purchase. 
Customers beware. According to www.target.com, the annual percentage rates 
for purchases on the Target Visa credit card are 12.99%, 15.99%, 18.99%, or 
21.99%. Whereas, cash advance APRs can run: 24.99%, with a penalty APR 
of 28.9%. Although there are no annual fees, there is a “minimum finance 
charge” of $1.00 per transaction. And if the customer opts for the Target credit 
card, i.e. the store card, the APR for purchases is 21.9%. Penalty APR: 28.99%. 
Minimum finance charge: $1.00.  Late payment fee: $15.00 on balances of 
$99.99 or less. $29.99 on balances $100 or greater, but less than $249.99. $39 
balances of $250 or more, or if the account is subject to the Penalty APR.

(continued on page 14) 
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BY SHOOURYA KOHLI

BY VANESSA GONZALEZ & VICTORIA URBANO



There might be hope for consumers in debt, according to credit card.
com, if President-Elect Obama keeps his campaign promises regarding credit 
card debt:  
•Creating a credit card rating system similar to the five-star rating system 
used for other consumer products to assess card features. Issuers would be 
required to display the rating on all credit card applications and solicitation 
materials. 
•Establishing a credit card bill of rights to ban universal default, prohibit 
unilateral changes to contracts and prohibit charging interest on fees. 

 •Reforming bankruptcy laws to allow families with huge medical bills to have 
their medical debts forgiven and allow homeowners filing for bankruptcy to 
adjust the terms of their mortgage so they can keep their homes.   
•Capping interest rates on payday loans at 36 percent and requiring clear 
disclosure of loan terms. 

The Fed does expect to finalize changes in the rules which govern 
disclosure, interest hikes, fees and overdraft protections by December 31 of 
this year.  This may be the first step in helping to minimize American’s debt 
and boost our economy.

14

CURRENT AFFAIRS

‘TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
BY SAMANTHA MOREL

The holiday season is just around the corner. To many people, that means 
carolers singing, bells ringing, and jobs opening all over. The holiday season 
offers some rare job opportunities that are not available the rest of the year. 
The problem is that many job seekers do not know where to find them. 

The economy is in its worst shape in decades, some say it is in crisis and 
that middle class Americans are living paycheck to paycheck. Now that the 
holiday season is approaching many people might find it hard to be jolly and 
unable to splurge on Christmas gifts and holiday festivities. If you fall into 
that category, you should consider getting a seasonal holiday job. A holiday 
job can help bring in extra money on top of your usual income to help pay the 
bills, or buy presents. 

If looking for a job this holiday season you should begin your search 
as soon as possible as it seems there won’t be as many to go around this 
year. Both economists and retail consumers are predicting that retailers will 
not be hiring as many temporary workers this year. The turbulent financial 
crisis on Wall Street along with so many people losing their jobs will prevent 
consumers from spending as much money this holiday season. However, 
even with sales falling stores will still need cashiers, stockers, and retail 
workers.  Shawn Boyer, CEO of Snagajob.com, agrees, “While the economy 
is obviously having an effect on hiring this season, there are still jobs out 
there.”  

If fact, mid-November is a perfect time to look for temporary work. 
There are many jobs available if you need extra holiday cash or have some  

debt to work off.  Also, finding a job may not be as difficult as you think. 
According to Gillian Steele, Director of DePaul University Career Center, 
“The holiday season offers many more job opportunities that aren’t always 
available the rest of the year.” In addition, many of these holiday jobs lead 
to full-time positions since it is the end of the year and January is the busiest 
month of the year for permanent jobs. 

Now that you know the jobs are out there, you need to go out and search. 
You can start your search at malls and department stores. Retail jobs are 
easy to get because retailers need extra employees during the holiday season. 
Whether you want to work at a department store or a specialty store, jobs 
are available. As an added bonus, retail jobs often provide employees with 
special discounts, which could save you some money with your holiday 
shopping. Some of the stores you might consider starting your search at are 
Macy’s, Bloomingdale’s, Best Buy, Circuit City, Target, Wal-Mart, just to 
name a few. 

Many people fall victim to the illusion that career opportunities do not 
exist during the winter holidays, but it is not true. Many recruiters admit that 
December is their busiest time of the year. This does not mean that you are 
guaranteed to land a job, but it also does not mean you should take a break 
from searching. Don’t let the economy make you into a Scrooge this holiday 
season. “‘Tis the season to be jolly,” let’s “deck the halls” with a holiday job 
and make some extra cash! 
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and responsibilities from the federal government.  Ending a civil union is 
also tricky, according to GLAD (Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders).  
In a marriage you can get divorced in any state that you have residency.  
However, since many states do not respect civil unions, same sex couples 
have to establish residency in a state where civil unions are issued in order 
to end a civil union.  Even though civil unions are a step up for same sex 
couples, many homosexual individuals do not except civil unions as a 
replacement for marriage.  “Marriage in the United States is a civil union; 
but a civil union, as it has come to be called, is not marriage,” says Evan 
Wolfson of Freedom to Marry.  Allowing same sex couples to be united in a 
civil union as apposed to a marriage sounds very similar to the separate but 
equal policy, when segregation of blacks from whites was still practiced.  In 
“Civil Marriage v. Civil Unions, What’s the difference?”  GLAD states:

Even if there were no substantive differences in the way the law treated 
marriages and civil unions, the fact that a civil union remains a separate 
status just for gay people represents real and powerful inequality. We’ve 
been down this road before in this country and should not kid ourselves that 
a separate institution just for gay people is a just solution here either. Our 
constitution requires legal equality for all. Including gay and lesbian couples 
within existing marriage laws is the fairest and simplest thing to do.

Still many people are very strongly against allowing same sex couples 
to marry.  As reported in the New York Times, Proposition 8, a ban on gay 
marriage in California, was passed this Election Day, Tuesday, November 
4.   Along with California, same sex marriage was banned in Florida and 
Arizona.  California still allows civil unions, but both Florida and Arizona 
do not.  Massachusetts and Connecticut are the only states that allow same 
sex marriage.  There are more than 40 states that ban or have laws against 
same sex marriage, but many people still have hope that the bans can be 
overturned.

In a time when change is ringing throughout America, a change has to be 
made.  If America is a country of tolerance it should not restrict individuals 
the right to marry on the basis of sexual orientation.  The concept of civil 
unions is a product of segregation, giving same sex couples the option to 
marry is a step towards equality.  Separate is not equal.

Many researchers studying same sex relationships stress that relationships 
between same sex couples are not that different from heterosexual couples.  
But the differences that are found in homosexual relationships should open 
the eyes of many heterosexual couples.  In the June 10, 2008 issue of the New 
York Times, Tara Parker-Pope reports:
Notably, same-sex relationships, whether between men or women, were far 
more egalitarian than heterosexual ones. In heterosexual couples, women 
did far more of the housework; men were more likely to have the financial 
responsibility; and men were more likely to initiate sex, while women were 
more likely to refuse it or to start a conversation about problems in the 
relationship. With same-sex couples, of course, none of these dichotomies were 
possible, and the partners tended to share the burdens far more equally.
         In comparing and contrasting Homosexual and Heterosexual relationships, 
Parker-Pope discovered that since there are fewer traditional gender-based 
societal roles in homosexual relationships both partners equally partake in 
housework, financial support and child rearing.  Whereas, many people are 
concerned, and at worst suspicious about the way same sex couples balance 
the so-called requisite gender roles in a relationship, they overlook the uneven 
balance of responsibility assigned traditional heterosexual relationships, 
based on gender roles.  Another major concern is the well-being of children in 
same sex families.  Many people believe that a child of a same sex family will 
develop problems in gender role identity and/or gender role behavior.  This in 
fact is not so.  The American Psychiatric Association explains that according 
to studies on same sex families, children of homosexual parents develop 
their gender role identity, gender role behavior and sexual orientation in the 
same way as children of heterosexual couples.  The American Psychiatric 
Association states:
Studies comparing groups of children raised by homosexual and by 
heterosexual parents find no developmental differences between the two groups 
of children in four critical areas: their intelligence, psychological adjustment, 
social adjustment, and popularity with friends. It is also important to realize 
that a parent’s sexual orientation does not indicate their children’s.

Many individuals are afraid that same sex marriage will open the door 
for polygamy.  This is highly unlikely, given the fact that same sex couples 
practice a monogamous lifestyle.  Just like most heterosexuals, homosexual 
individuals strive to find one partner that they can see themselves in a serious 
relationship with.  In fact, the American Psychiatric Association states: 
Research indicates that many lesbians and gay men want and have committed 
relationships. For example, survey data indicate that between 40% and 60% 
of gay men and between 45% and 80% of lesbians are currently involved in 
a romantic relationship...  In fact, research has found that the factors that 
influence relationship satisfaction, commitment, and stability are remarkably 
similar for both same-sex cohabiting couples and heterosexual married couples.

Homosexuals have been shown to have a complete different mentality 
on what they want in a relationship as apposed to polygamists.  The act of 
polygamy is legal in the United States but it is not recognized as a marriage, 
and according to Jonathan Turley, in “Polygamy laws expose our own 
hypocrisy,” USA Today, October 3, 2004:
Individuals have a recognized constitutional right to engage in any form of 
consensual sexual relationship with any number of partners. Thus, a person 
can live with multiple partners and even sire children from different partners 
so long as they do not marry.

Another popular reason for refusing same sex couples marriage is the idea 
that it goes against the religious definition of what a marriage is.  According 
to Webster’s online dictionary, marriage is “the state of being united to a 
person of the opposite sex as husband or wife in a consensual and contractual 
relationship recognized by law.”  Many people feel that by letting same sex 
couples marry not only will it redefine the meaning of marriage, but it will 
devalue it as well.  Many of these individuals reach for the bible to help them 
protect their interpretation of marriage.   But isn’t America a nation of law 
that prides itself on the separation of church and state?  

Marriage is not only a spiritual ceremony; there are many benefits that 
married couples derive from their legal status. These are benefits that same 
sex couples need too but are more often than not denied.  Legalhelpmate.com 
provides a list of benefits that married couples receive, including government 
benefits, tax benefits, estate planning benefits, employment benefits, family 
benefits, housing benefits, consumer benefits, spousal medical benefits, death 
benefits, and a number of others.  Not having these benefits leave same sex 
couples vulnerable in many difficult circumstances. 

A number of states allow same sex couples to be joined in a civil union/
domestic partnership, which include some of the rights given to heterosexual 
couples.  Even though same sex couples are granted civil unions in certain 
states, civil unions are not recognized in states that do not issue them.  Though 
the rights granted to same sex couples in civil unions vary depending on the 
states they are issued in, same sex couples do not receive all the benefits 
issued in a marriage.  In a marriage there are at least 1,049 legal protections

Should Marriage Be an Option for Same Sex Couples? 
continued from cover story
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